Miss Skowron’s Kindergarten
skowrone@worcesterschools.net

Friday 10/23 - SCREENING for ABC’s and 123’s. I am asking parents to help their child complete the 4 activities in SeeSaw on this day. This will help me obtain baseline information. Please follow the directions carefully!

Wednesday 10/28 - Halloween dressup! Children are invited to wear their costumes to afternoon classes. (Participation optional)

Please help your child in accessing and spending time each day in our LEXIA and STMath apps.

KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK!! Thank you so much for everything!!

I will post the work for the next day on SeeSaw at @ 3:00

ELA: We are learning to write and to recognize our letters (upper and lower case). We are learning the sounds they make when we read them. We are learning High Frequency words - I see my like. We are learning the word families ending in -an and -at

MATH: We are learning numbers and number sense 0 to 5. We are learning to compare groups, are they equal, lesser than, or greater than.